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This is the basic phenomena that we would like to explain.
▶ Many cities are approximately circular.
▶ Transportation seems important to location patterns.
▶ Cities look like part of a system of cities.
▶ We start with studying cities in isolation, then worry about how

they interact.



Population density decreasing in distance
The monocentric city model rationalizes density gradients. One of
the earliest demonstrations of such gradients was Clark (Royal
Statistical Association, 1951).

Clark conducts a remarkable, pre-computer empirical exercise.
Define,

y = population density (1)

x = distance to center, (2)

and estimate
y = Ae−bx

or equivalently,
ln y = lnA − bx ,

He uses data from about 20 cities, several years.









Notice:

▶ All have broadly downward sloping density gradients (except
near zero where there is industry).

▶ All get flatter and lower over time – cities are spreading out.
▶ Population densities were MUCH higher than they are now.

Several large cities recorded densities of 100,000/sq mile.
Very few modern cities are anywhere near that dense. Toronto
Ward 20 is about 26,000/mile.

▶ Over time, we’ve seen population and income go up, and
transportation costs go down. Thus, we can’t really check
more than the basic comparative static of a downward sloping
gradient.

▶ There are many more of these papers: Mills and Tan (Urban
Studies,1980), Harrison and Kain (JUE 1974), Arnott and
Small (JEL 1998).



Population density gradient and transportation costs
Baum-Snow (QJE 2007) conducts the following regression for 139
US MSA’s between 1950 and 1990.

∆ lnNCBD
i = δ0 + δ1∆rayi +∆2 lnNMSA

i + δ3Xi + ϵi

N = population for CBD or MSA

X = Controls; area, income distribution, mean income

ray = Interstate highway rays through CBD

▶ Sample is populations for constant boundary centers and
whole metropolitan region. δ1 < 0 =⇒ expansion when
transport cost down (rays up).

▶ With logs on both sides, this is really estimating population
share in center.

▶ This is a test of the main comparative static of the
monocentric city model.







Roads and population density

▶ This basic research design has been replicated on Chinese
data (Baum-Snow et al, 2018) and Spanish data
(Garcia-Lopez etal, unp 2013). Roads have the same effect
everywhere?

▶ The effects are huge. Central city population declined 17%
over study period, while MSA population grew by 72%. Each
highway ray causes about a 9% decrease, sample mean is
about 2.2, so highways cause about 20% decrease in mean
central city. Slope of population density gradient is sensitive to
transportation costs.



Conclusion
▶ Many of the basic predictions of the monocentric city model

with housing are consistent with observation:
▶ Decreasing density gradient of population and density.
▶ Gradients flatter, city larger with falling transportation costs.

▶ Some are not:
▶ Non-contiguous development
▶ non-monocentric pattern

▶ Monocentric city model does not answer the question of why
cities exist at all.


